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A Message from the Creator 

Dear Reader, 

 

         Hi, and thanks for ordering my new magazine!  My main goal is to make 

an inexpensive magazine to please the unicycling community and even get some 

more people involved in the sport.  I apologize about not having any user sub-

mitted articles in this issue, but I hope to have quite a few in the next one.  This 

issue is mainly to introduce you to the theme and basic layout of the magazine 

and also interest you in possibly writing some articles for it.  You can look fore-

word to convention coverage as well as more articles included in the magazine 

once you start submitting some articles for publication.  My ultimate quest for 

this magazine is to feature an official yearly “UNICON” article that will include 

both competition results and a personal article from a specific writer or writers.  

If anybody would like to volunteer to write an article for the magazine, be the 

writer for the UNICON and/or NAUCC coverage, or submit a good cover photo, 

please e-mail me at the address under my name.  Again, thank you for your order 

and the support you provided for the production of even more interesting and  

exciting Unicycling Quarterly issues! 

 

Best Regards, 

 

Tyler Cox 

tylercox@techie.com 



Recent Rec.Sport.Unicycling 
Discussions 

Mainstream athletes who unicycle— 
      Apparently Steve Young, Rodney Mullen, Lance Armstrong, 
and John Long all know how to unicycle!  Although he’s not an 
athlete, Donald Rumsfeld also unicycles as seen in this photo. 
(right) 
 
How do I dismount my 6’ giraffe? - 
       Somebody’s having a little trouble hoppin’ 
off, it looks like.  Most people who replied found 
that getting off  the back is easiest, but the origi-
nal poster thought it was easier frontward.  One 
poster even recommended doing a backflip off !  That would defi-
nitely be something you would NOT want to try on concrete… 
 
Crowd pleasers? - 
      So what are some good parade tricks?  The posters in this 
thread recommended one footed riding, gliding, standup wheel-
walk, impressive mounts, and giraffe riding.  They also said that 
wheelwalking is not a very good crowd pleaser even though it is 
one of  the more impressive tricks in the unicycling world. 
 
Broken KH seats - 
        This isn’t one specific thread, but a whole bunch of  threads 
that have been lingering around the forums.  It’s starting to re-
veal that KH saddles possibly aren’t the strongest out there.  
From broken seatposts to the actual saddle breaking in half, there 
are a lot  of  these threads!  Now that’s something to think about 
for your next saddle purchase. 



Which�Unicycles�NOT�to�Buy�
(and�why)!�

 

Nimbus Trials − This unicycle is very  popular among starter trials uni-
cyclists because it is the most inexpensive trails uni out there, but in the long run 
it’s not practical.  Because of it’s weak square taper hub, this uni can’t be taken 
off of any jump larger than 3 feet with even a light person.  It’s basically a free-
style uni with a fat tire, and it won’t last more than a few days of tough use.    
 

Rating − 2/5 
 

 

Savage Giraffe − Because this unicycle is very inexpensive, a lot of people 
find it to be a good buy, but in reality it’s nowhere close.  The truth is that it’s a Sav-
age, and like any other Savage it’s a really bad uni.  Not only have I heard of terrible 
chain problems with it, but also tire slipping and of course that dreadful seat that is 
honestly a “savage” on your manly jewels.  Although it’s not very nice, if you are only 
going to do light riding and few tricks it might be an okay buy for the novice rider. 
 

Rating − 3/5 
 

 
 

United Extra Large Trainer − Would you spend over $240 on a trainer uni-
cycle?  I didn’t think so.  Even if it claims to be for adults over 215 pounds, you 
could get a nicer freestyle or Muni cycle for not much more money that would still 
hold the weight.  My basic theory is to start with a nice uni so you don’t have to 
spend extra money on the trainer when you are going to upgrade soon anyway.  
This expensive trainer is a huge  violation of that little rule!  In conclusion, if you’re 
going to spend that much dough on a unicycle, make it a nice one. 
 

Rating − 2/5 

All unicycle names listed on this page are assumed to be owned by the companies that manufacture them.  Also, the reviews on 
this page are completely the opinion of the author and obviously do not reflect the opinions of their manufacturers. 



The Quarterly  

Mystery Foot Contest 

Who does this foot belong to? 
 

Send all of  your guesses along with your 
name to tylercox@techie.com!  If  you 
guess right, your name and picture will 
be in the next issue of  this magazine 
when we reveal the foot-bearer! 



Saddle Reviews 
                                                      

  Savage Saddle - Just don’t buy it, that’s all I can say.  It’s 
like metal with a cover on it; you’ll barely put your weight on 
it and ’BOOM’ comes the pain.  It’s basically a Chevy— “like a 
rock!”     RatingRatingRatingRating————----    1/51/51/51/5 

   
  Torker CX Saddle - This one was okay for a while with me, 

but then again I’m pretty small.  If  you’re a kid and use this 
strictly as a trainer seat it might be alright, but if  you’re over 
10 years old and want a good seat, don’t buy this. 

                                                          Rating Rating Rating Rating ----    3/53/53/53/5    
 

 Kris Holm Saddle - This is the saddle of  choice for distance, 
MUni, and trials riders.  Although in some cases it’s been re-
ported rather weak, it’s still really comfortable.  Of  course it 

also comes in the “Fusion” version where you can switch out the covers. 
                                           Rating Rating Rating Rating ----    5/55/55/55/5    

 

Miyata Saddle - For freestyle riders this is the best, and it’s 
a favorite among trials riders as well.  With it’s light and ma-
neuverable shape, it’s easy to get in and out for seat-out 

skills that you would use in trials and freestyle.  This saddle is also very durable 
and sturdy and it’s very unusual to see one break. 
                                            Rating Rating Rating Rating ----    5/55/55/55/5    

    

Viscount Saddle - This saddle is very maneuverable which 
makes it okay for freestyle, but because of  the lack of  a 

handle, it’s not as good as the Miyata.  For freestyle it’s 
fine, but don’t even think about MUni with it!  
              Rating Rating Rating Rating ----    4/54/54/54/5    

Photos used with permission from Unicycle.com 



Trick�Talk�

Wheelwalking—This skill is the basis for a lot of 
more difficult freestyle tricks, and should be a priority for any semi-
serious freestyle rider.  The way you should start out is by putting 
one hand on a shelf, fence, or railing and slowly bring your feet up 
to the tire; one foot in front of the other.  The next step is to lean 
back very far, even if it seems like it’s too far, and to start carefully 
and slowly “walking” foreword on the tire.  Continue to hold the rail-
ing or other support until you have the motion down, and when you 
aren’t tangling up your feet 9 times out of 10, you can start to let go.  
From here on out, I can’t help you much, so all I can say is good luck 
and LEAN BACK! 
 

Pedal Stomping—If you want to be annoying and have fun at 
the same time, this is the skill for you.  It’s pretty basic, so if you are a relatively 
good unicyclist it should come rather quickly.  As for what the trick is, the name 
says it all; you just take your foot off the pedal and stomp it as it comes around 
the front.  Make sure you have plenty of weight on the back pedal when you do 
this or else you’ll go flying foreword and get a nasty pedal bite! 
 

Seat in Front no hands—This is another sort of  
simple skill that is fun to learn when you have too much time on your hands,  
because of course you don’t use your hands!  You start out by simply riding seat 
in front and then you just grip the seatpost with your knees.  It helps a little bit 
if you move back and forth with the pedal strokes so the seatpost doesn’t slip out 
of your grip.  I recommend starting to learn this skill with either long pants or 
shin guards because usually the first time you will get either a pedal bite or a 
tire scrape.  Also, this is a great trick for parades; the crowd loves it! 



Words from the Wise 
An interview with Leo Vandewoestijne 

Tyler: So, what is your theory for unicycle practice and how much do you practice? 

Leo: Ooh, how much I practice depends on how much motivation I have . How fast I 
learn would be around a week per trick with the exception of side ride. 

Tyler: What organizations are you a member of? 

Leo: None, although I used to be a member of the USA for a couple of years. 

Tyler: What are your recommendations for people  wanting a buy a first unicycle? 

Leo:  You shouldn’t spend to much, but the imported Taiwanese unicycles are a waste 
of money.  I usually recommend the Semcycle XL. 

Tyler:  Do you have any unicycling titles? 

Leo:  Yes, I have won medals in age groups at the UNICON, Eurocycle, and the Na-
tionals. 

Tyler:  Do you have any overall  tips for people starting  freestyle when they are  
already MUni or trials riders? 

Leo:  Actually, I haven’t done any MUni or Street, so I don’t have much experience in 
those areas, but I do know that freestyle is much more technical than those. Basically, 

the more you think the less you have to do.  If you eliminate your mistakes, you’re do-

ing it right.  When you have to dismount you narrow the cause of that down to steering 

and speed so you know which of those two you’ve done wrong.  That way you can fix 

your mistakes. 

Tyler:  What are your personal favorite tricks to perform? 

Leo:  Umm, at this moment there’s three: Coasting because  you’ve got lots of speed 
and Crank Idle Inverse by Colin Schworer of TCUC where you do a crank idle on one 

side and then swing around and do it on the other side and continue there.  I’m not 

100% stable in it because it requires a lot of movement and control.  The third is my 

newest and it’s called “Step Around” where you do seat in front idling and then swing 

around 180 degrees. (http://unicyclist.org/cont/play.cfm?pi=s320240steparound) 

Tyler:  I’m interested in the “Step Around” trick; do you have any tips for it? 

Leo:  Just know when to step at the right time and also you need to have the confi-
dence to jump around like that. 

 


